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hello, I’m Adam Martin

moved here Sept 1 as fellow

from Geneva, IL, USA to Geneva, CH

glad to be part of CERH PH-TH 

FNAL CERN
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..even weirder 
SM extensions

my research expertise/interests are:

collider physics, model building

TeV-scale strong 
dynamics
(4d/5d)

MSSM

BSM (+SM) phenomenology

SUSY 
variations

composite/
little Higgs
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recently I’ve thought about: 

•modifying Higgs production:

•Tevatron anomalies:

• jet substructure + BSM:

•supersoft SUSY

(in)famous Wjj, more recently AFBtt

finding boosted Higgses from cascade decays

using simple SM extensions... or other particles 
posing as Higgs
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a few more details about: supersoft SUSY

usual MSSM: Majorana mass for gauginos

why not Dirac masses instead?

give up minimality, but simple change 
has some remarkable consequences

M3 λaλa 

M3 λaψa

X WaWa

Λ

W’ WaΦa 

Λ

,  X = θ² F

, W’ = θ D
extra adjoint
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a few more details about: supersoft SUSY

squark/slepton masses are not sensitive to SUSY-
breaking scale Λ

very easy to get Mgluino ~ 5-7 x Msq

Several phenomenological implications of Dirac gauginos
as well as fully R-symmetric supersymmetry have been
explored in [39–60].

In this study we do not consider bounds on the third
generation squarks. Third generation squarks receive
modifications to their masses through their interactions
with the Higgs supermultiplets. Given that supersoft su-
persymmetry has a suppressed D-term for the Higgs po-
tential, typically this requires heavier stop masses as well
as separating the scalar masses of the adjoint superfields
from the corresponding Dirac gaugino masses. This could
be accomplished through additional R-symmetric F -term
contributions to their masses. In any case, third genera-
tion squarks have distinct signals involving heavy flavor
(with or without leptons), and thus require incorporating
a much larger class of LHC search strategies. We believe
there are interesting differences between the third gen-
eration phenomenology of a supersoft model versus the
MSSM, but we leave this for future work.

We also do not consider potentially large flavor-
violation in the squark-gaugino (or squark-gravitino) in-
teractions, as could occur in an R-symmetric model [30].
This would add to the heavy flavor component of signals
while subtracting from the nj + /ET signals that concern
us in this paper. In the interests of demonstrating the
differences between the SSSM and the simplified models
of the MSSM, the latter of which cannot have large fla-
vor violation, we do not consider flavor-violation in the
squark interactions of the SSSM.

III. ASPECTS OF DIRAC GAUGINO MASSES

A. Supersoftness

A supersoft supersymmetric model contains chiral su-
perfields in the adjoint representation of each gauge
group of the SM in addition to the superfields of
the MSSM. Supersymmetry breaking communicated
through a D-term spurion leads to Dirac gaugino masses
that pair up the fermionic component from each field
strength with the fermionic component of the corre-
sponding adjoint superfield. The adjoint superfields also
contain a complex scalar, whose real and imaginary com-
ponent masses are not uniquely determined in terms of
the Dirac gaugino mass. The Lagrangian for this setup,
in terms of four component spinors, is given in Ap-
pendix A.

The scalar components of chiral superfields receive one-
loop finite contributions to their soft masses from gaug-
inos and adjoint scalars, as was shown clearly by [21]
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masses can be achieved by adjusting the ratio r̃3, since
we hold the Dirac gluino mass M3 = 5 TeV fixed in the
SSSM.

B. Naturalness

The up-type Higgs mass-squared m2
Hu

receives positive
one-loop finite contributions from the Dirac electroweak
gauginos as well as negative one-loop contributions from
the stops. As was emphasized in Ref. [21], the latter
contribution can easily overwhelm the former, leading to
a negative Higgs mass-squared and thus radiative elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. Unlike the MSSM, however,
the usual logarithmic divergence from the stop contribu-
tions to the Higgs mass is cutoff by the Dirac gluino mass,
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Contrast this expression with the analogous one from the
MSSM [7]
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where M̃3 corresponds to the Majorana gluino mass.
This makes it clear that a Dirac gluino can be several
times larger than a Majorana gluino in an MSSM-type
model and yet be just as natural, even when compar-
ing against an MSSM model with a mediation scale that
is as low as conceivable, Λ � 20M̃3. Our choice of
Dirac gluino mass M3 = 5 TeV with r̃3 � 1.5 is thus
roughly equivalent, in the degree of naturalness, to a low-
scale mediation MSSM model with Majorana gluino mass
M̃3 � 900 GeV.

C. Colored Sparticle Production

For LHC phenomenology, there are several impli-
cations of a heavy Dirac gluino. First, gluino pair
production and associated gluino/squark production is
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Figure 2: Loop contributions to scalar masses. The new contribution from the purely scalar loop
cancels the logarithmic divergence resulting from a gaugino mass alone.

for the masses involving this spurion. The only possible such counterterm is proportional to
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Since we have four powers of mD, we have to introduce another scale to make this dimen-

sionfully consistent. Since the only other scale is the cutoff Λ, this operator is suppressed

by Λ2, and, in the limit that Λ → ∞, must vanish. Consequently, we conclude all radiative

corrections to the scalar soft masses are finite.

While a gaugino mass (including a Dirac mass) would ordinarily result in a logarith-

mic divergence, here this is cancelled by the new contribution from the scalar loop. The

contribution to the scalar soft mass squared is given by
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where mi is the mass of the gaugino of the gauge group i, and δ2 is the SUSY breaking mass

squared of the real component of ai. If the term in (2.9) is absent, then δ = 2mi. As expected,

this integral is finite, yielding the result
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Note that as δ approaches mi from above, these one loop contributions will vanish! If A has

a Majorana mass of M , then this formula generalizes
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where ∆2 = M2/4 + m2
i .

These contributions, arising from gauge interactions, are positive and flavor blind as in

gauge and gaugino mediation, but there are two other remarkable features of this result.
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[Fox, Nelson, Weiner ’02]
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a few more details about: supersoft SUSY

U(1)R in SUSY preserved by Dirac mass -> 
no q ̃q ̃, q*̃q*̃, just q ̃q*̃ 

Q̃

Q̃∗

x
Q̃

Q̃

preserve R-symmetryviolate R-symmetry

supersoft SUSY production further suppressed

net result: 
colored superpartner limits significantly relaxed

within ‘simplified’ setup, Msq ~ 750 GeV (summer 2012)

[Kribs, AM 1203.4821]
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a few more details about: supersoft SUSY

several directions to go from here
if Dirac mass for SU(2), U(1) inos, mH,tree = 0

• really heavy stops (> 5 TeV)...
• keep the winos, binos Majorana
• nMSSM-ology
• additional SUSY-breaking
• ...

not done: 
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a few more details about: supersoft SUSY

add F-term breaking X, soft masses for new adjoints

Λ²
X†X Φa†Φa generate effective quartic,

 viable mH = no problem

one interesting setup in this category: [Kribs, Poppitz, Weiner ’07]

MRSSM = R-symmetry extended to whole theory

•relaxed flavor constraints
•strong 1st order EW phase transition possible

[Fok, Kribs, AM, Tsai ’12]

 Higgs sector must be extended
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but thats just one possibility

happy to discuss in detail, or any other idea

supersoft/R-symmetric SUSY has lots of nice 
features. An interesting playground for 

model-building...

THANK  YOU
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